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Abstract: Based on the true “Atom” cell, atom and particle concept [3] and on the true laws and equations of creation [4] the phenomena of radiation poisoning has been profoundly explained and the right therapy is proposed in working knowingly with God and asking for permanent Christed Light protection.
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1. Introduction

It has been shown in [1] that 5G microwave radiation causes “neuropsychiatric” effects by those who are routinely exposed to 5G microwave radiation through a mechanism described as ion potentiation poisoning of brain cells, what results in behavioral changes, even in the personal mental changes. Findings of these investigations confirm that 5G is a weapon system, aimed not only for telecommunicate purposes, but also for damages of human brain functions and destruction of rationality, reason and civility. These deliberate poisoning effects are especially strongly expressed among those who live in high population cities where 5G towers sprout like mushrooms after rain. It is no wonder that widespread mental disorders and insanity in those areas have been noticed.

LeurenMore(http://www.leurenmoret.info/) is a whistle blower from the Livermore Lab. In her presentations, she exposes shocking and highly suppressed facts about our government poisoning us with radiation right at this very moment. Leuren documents every statement she makes with research documents, many of which use actual government data to draw their conclusions. Did you know that diabetes, autism and other forms of mental illness can be caused by exposure to radiation? This is indeed FACT. The illness that kills people suffering from AIDS/HIV - IS RADIATION POISONING! The AIDS virus, remember, is not a “disease”; it merely turns off your body’s ability to fight infections, so that whatever is in the environment makes you sick. Colds, flu, radioactive fallout from many decades of testing, anything will turn into its own illness and kill the body.

One serious condition typical of AIDS is rapid ageing. Ageing is generally considered as due to a slowing down of the body’s ability to replace worn out cells fast enough. This slowing down begins by the time of adulthood and continues into old age. The “symptoms” of AIDS are the same as Radiation Poisoning. As your immune system becomes compromised, the very first ailment is what kills you. For decades, we have eradicated ourselves AND THE PLANET. The “Fall Out” from nuclear detonations, above AND BELOW GROUND, is now falling back on us. This, too, our governments know, but the plan is to kill us off, not “save” anybody.

2. Literature Survey

Let me preface the following examples by these text-book statements of facts as known to science:

1) “An electric current sent through a wire is confined to its surface. There is no current at its center.” Quoted in essence from Tesla, Farraday, Pupin, Millikan and others.
2) “Living cells show a difference in electrical potential between their interior and the surrounding medium.” [2].

I’ve emulated a section of a living cell by putting a salt solution within a ring of conductive material [3,4]. By placing two insulated wires, with bared electrodes, close together in the center of that ring and connecting the wires with batteries, I’ve emulated the charged condition of the living body, of which the cell is a part.

By turning on the current I’ve found that the spot between the two electrodes is of zero potential and that many lines of radiation extend from the center and cause a moving electric current to spin around the zero fulcrum center where the ring is located. Not only that but an electrode placed in contact with the ring has conveyed current away from it. This effect is electric current extending from a still center to convey its power to the ring and other outside conductive matter.

3. Mind-relation to human body

Anyone who may question this fact may not only prove it by this simple experiment but can also move the two electrodes away from the center of the rim so that their centering zero occupies an eccentric position, as the human heart does in relation to the chest, and as the zero center of the heart itself is eccentrically placed in relation to its mass. A different wave pattern will result but the electric qualities will remain the same. There is always a point of stillness which centers the birth point of any action. Motion spins around that still point, but there is no motion AT THAT CENTER.

Consider your body itself, and every part of your body, even to its last microscopic cell. Every part of it is a moving ring in section which spins around a hole, centered by stillness.

Now consider every part of your body, one at a time. Every horizontal section cut through your head is a ring of flesh and bone around a centering hole, where the Magnetic Light of your Mind is located. The space between is filled with a material quite unlike the flesh of your body. That material is
the broadcasting and receiving station for conveying messages to every last microscopic part of your body.

Consider your spinal cord. It also is a ring in every tubular section of it, which is not only centered by a hole for itself but is confined in a ring of bone which is your spinal column. Both of these are shafts made up of rings, but it must be remembered that every shaft in the body, as well as every artery and vein tube, is but a continuous extension of rings. **Even the center itself is a continuous shaft of zero electric potential surrounded by thought-rings of varying potential. The center itself is omni-magnetic potential, for that point is where YOU sit with God, as ONE.**

Your heart is an electric thought-ring of motion centered by a hole, where your invisible Mind is located. From that center it sends its complex messages out to the very wonderful mechanism, which your heart is, to command its every part to function true to its purpose.

Your lungs and your chest are rings of thought-recordings which are, likewise, centered by four holes, for the carrying of four different qualities of messages from your Mind to the thought-rings which compose your whole body.

Now examine your fingers and toes, and your arms and legs. Each of these is centered by zero potential holes around which are rings of bone and flesh of varied potential.

Before completing my brief analysis of Mind-relation to the human body, let me step out into the forest and cut practically any growing flower stem, shrub, sapling or tree. All of them are rings in sections of either tubes or seemingly solid shafts. Even the leaf of the tree is centered by a tube from which countless tubes extend to center the countless millions of thought-rings being created by the Magnetic Light which centers every one of them.

If you cut a section of a new-born oak, you will find that it is tube-centered, but if you cut a section of an old oak, you will find that it has seemingly "squeezed" the hole out to attain density in accordance with the same principle of compression which gives density to a sun. Examine it, however, and you will see a series of rings surrounding its center.

4. Evolutionism – Creationism

If you now examine the chemical elements, such as oxygen, fluorine, helium, nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorous, sodium or potassium, you will find that their nuclei consists of varying sized holes surrounded by rings of varying sizes and numbers [5-16]. Helium has four rings with a very large hole within them. Helium divides into four pairs and becomes a solid sphere, which has squeezed the hole outside of it! Fluorine and lithium have one ring with a centering hole smaller than helium. Oxygen and beryllium have two rings with still smaller holes. Nitrogen and boron have three rings with almost no holes. These male and female equal pairs unite in marriage and become two hemispheres, the red and blue halves being divided by an equator.

Chemists and physicists have recognized something of this mathematical orderliness and have given it the name of "valence". They say that oxygen has a valence of two, carbon four, etc., and they balance and vary their mixtures in the ratios of valence by putting two atoms, which have a valence of two, with one which has a valence of four, to equalize their potentials. This they have always done, but their text books give no adequate explanation for so doing.

The real reason is that spinning rings which get closer to their Mind-centers in the Mind-nucleus of every atom, gain more and more power in the ratio of that closeness. Before returning to the Mind and body relation in Man, I must make it clear to you that the chemical elements must be considered in a very different way than considered by Man. All have the first stage of Creation only. They exist as compressed matter before water is created by combination with two of them, and air by a combination of another two. The next stage is a combination of these elements with water and air to create the vegetable kingdom. The simplicity of the mineral kingdom is then complexed by the addition of water and air and more "conduits" are arranged in these combinations for the placement within its creations for the zero centers of Mind-control. The vegetable kingdom has very little free will choice of decision regarding its welfare or destiny. It has some, however.

Next in order of complex combination is the animal kingdom. This third stage includes both mineral and vegetable matter, in combination with water. The animal body is a complex pattern of variously arranged mineral and vegetable life, so must continually be replenished with all three stages of creation as its various parts "die". For this reason very much more space is given to the body for Mind-control, and for the creation of very different forms of matter of high conductivity to carry the messages concerned in body "manufacture" and body survival. Directional messages, such as instinct, have a very different reflex toward matter than those which may be called automatic reflexes, which are very much more keen in animal than in vegetable life.

The fourth - and last - stage is the human. Man's body is also a combination of all three stages, but **Mind-awareness only begins in the human stage.** The animal has much intelligence but is not aware of it as a quality within him.

Man, the human, was first controlled by instinct. For millions of years he had no Mind-awareness. He had no creative ability, whatsoever, and not even enough sense of rhythm to desire to beat a drum. **The desire of the savage to beat a drum is the first evidence of spiritual unfolding in Man.**

**Man - the human - began at the dawn of Consciousness a few thousands of years ago - as an awakening fragment of the ONE.** He became slightly aware of a creative force outside of himself, then more fully so, through the drumbeat stage to the more extensive recognition of universal rhythm in the four stringed lyre up to a comprehension of the diatomic scale sometime in the 15th century. A sense of beauty, as seen through the eyes, had developed much earlier than that, but the jungle sense of cruelty, brutality and blood-pleasure still remained in Man-in-the-mass even while...
his culture was unfolding, and still remains with a very large percentage of the race. Marauding tribes have become marauding nations and Man-killing by Man is still done on such a large scale, for greed and power only, that the human race has no justification, whatsoever, for thinking its present civilization, as a whole, to be in any other than an early barbarian stage. Many, however, have arrived at a very high intellectual point, and a few have reached almost to its summit. It is through these few that thousands of others are being awakened to that Light of their own Oneness with the Source, and it is through these that the race will finally achieve such intensive God-awareness that the Man-killing stage of today will have become impossible.

5. The New Knowledge

The above is given herein for the reason that the new knowledge given will give every Man a better comprehension of how he can lift himself above the present stage. Having thus explained the reason for this interlude, I will now return to the climax of the knowledge for which this chapter has been written.

I believe that at some time in the near future I will find it necessary to break these lessons into some type of study course with some knowledgeable leaders so that you can "talk" about these things in groups, or think in meditation, about these outlays of TRUTH of existence and intent of Mind-creation. We shall see, for first we have to cover the information. Then we can return to the "segments" for some are awaiting technical information to get on with their own focus of work in free energy, life prolonging apparatus, etc. If, however, the very foundation of conclusions is incorrect, you cannot reap the benefits beyond that which is already present. Moreover, the populace with whom the apparatus is shared must be in harmony with the equipment - so we have a "catch 22" as to getting the information forth in proper sequence and rapidity. This is also why I am producing the work in smaller, digestible segments rather than a massive volume.

Poison is anything that kills life. Everything what supports life is good. We know that there are poisons in the air we breathe, in the water we drink and in the food we eat. The general principle is that compression is life phase of the life-death cycle and expansion – which is radiation - is death phase of the life-death cycle. The faster expansion, the higher frequency of radiation, the more dangerous poison and the quicker killing!

Having in mind Walter Russell’s Charts of elements [5-7], nitrogen is classified as a gas, but all gases are low-pressured metals. The next octave above nitrogen is phosphorous. It has been multiplied into a solid by one octave of additional pressure. Nitrogen and oxygen are good friends in the atmosphere we breathe, but phosphorous will burst into flame and consume oxygen if exposed to it, and if you breathe it you would die - yet it is but concentrated, or compressed nitrogen. If we multiply nitrogen another octave the result is arsenic, and that is obviously a metal. If you breathe arsenic vapors or take a very little of it into your body, even as a salt, it will kill you quite quickly - yet that, too, is but compressed nitrogen.

Organic life is oxygen dependent life. Oxygen is sulphur when cubed once. Sulphur will kill you, however, for sulphur is the dying body of oxygen and we cannot eat your dying body. If you ignite sulphur it will consume oxygen. If you cube oxygen five times you arrive at the deadly radium-uranium-plutonium octave with its tremendous pressures of over a billion. These are the very nearly dead bodies of the elements which constitute the universal body. The reason that these bodies poison us is the simple fact that we cannot eat the dead bodies of parts of our own living body. If we cannot survive the ptomaine poisoning of slightly decayed fish, how can we possibly survive the maximum putridity which microwave radiation and radioactivity is?

6. Message carrying flesh and bone

It is commonly said that Man is made of flesh and bone. That is not the whole story, however. There is muscular flesh and there is what is known as neuromuscular flesh. There is also bone and the marrow of bone. Just plain flesh and bone are the physical working parts of the body, but much that is in the body is created for the express purpose of conveying messages from the Mind WITHIN each cell to its surrounding ring, and the nerve-flesh which conveys messages to the farthest extremities of the body with the speed of light.

The vegetable kingdom is practically all "flesh and bone" but even that has an intricate intercommunicating system which is composed of a very different kind of flesh, a kind which corresponds to the nervous system in animal and Man.

The muscular and boned flesh which is used for utility purposes, that which you call "meat" in chickens and cattle, is entirely different from the flesh of the heart, brain, spinal cord and nervous system, and also of arteries, veins and bone marrow. The blood is also flesh of the body, as other parts of it are, and it comes from the Mind center of thoughts which constitute the heart. That, too, is a flesh which is mostly concerned with its message-carrying purpose, both for body-building and Mind thinking purposes. That flesh is so sensitive to tensions and strains of unbalanced actions and emotions that its normal thought-ring cells quickly change, or their centers shift to eccentric positions very quickly. The slightest emotional disturbance acts upon them in such a manner that they seem to have an intelligent understanding of such tensions, for they immediately convey that tension to the heart, brain and stomach with a consequent equal upsetting. All message-carrying flesh and bone marrow must have the rhythms of happiness and joyousness in order that their normally balanced electrical state will extend normal balance to the cells that they are continually creating and controlling, as well as informing as to purpose.

If people only realized that a happy body cannot exist as a normal body without a happy state of Mind, there would be no “mental cases”, or insanity, stomach ulcers or heart diseases. One little example of such effects should be enough. Consider the red blood corpuscles as that example. The blood is the basic living flesh of the body.
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Strangely enough - but appropriately - its red blood cells are microscopic rings with holes centering them, such as pictured in example A, Fig. 1. Emotional, or other disturbances, even inherited disturbances, which sufficiently upset the balance of the body metabolism, will break openings in these rings and make them appear to be sickle-formed as shown in example B. Now I would also note herein that all species of humans are not prone to the same type of specific differences, i.e., in some races there is a pronounced tendency to sickling, etc. I don't want to get into that subject at this writing but it is evident that the Mind-creator or Man-Mind-creator has projected differences in the human species.

One of the very first evidence of temporary or permanent degeneration of an individual, of a race, is the breaking down of the normal thought-rings of the blood cells from circular to sickle shaped rings. Any abnormality or unbalance in man's thinking and his decisions which cause unbalanced actions, is first shown in blood cells. If this abnormality is not corrected, by the individual during his lifetime, his children can inherit the tendency. The whole human race could be destroyed that was if the tendency is not reversed by balancing the unbalanced condition.

The little white discs which constitute the white corpuscles of the blood appear to have frayed edges, as though they were moth-eaten. Anemia and leukemia follow such abnormalities. The blood is of first importance of all of the elements which compose the body. The nervous system could be entirely paralyzed and the body would still function, but the blood has deep instinctive awareness of its existence and the body, which does not have a happy, rhythmic blood condition, cannot possibly retain its balanced normalcy. The blood immediately feels every mental and physical tension to which it is subjected.

This is why a whole population can fall ill if the proper frequency changes are introduced into that population - and brethren, the ADVERSARY KNOWS IT AND KNOWS HOW TO MANIPULATE IT. YOU CAN HAVE THE "CURE" FOR AIDS AS RAPIDLY AS COMING INTO KNOWLEDGE OF THIS INFORMATION FOR DIS-EASE CANNOT ENTER WHERE THE MIND-CREATOR CHOOSES TO HAVE NO ENTRY!

But how many people can trust themselves and allow the self-balancing? Hardly anyone. That is why they need help in form of devices which balance 5G and any other radiation, like 5GBioShield.

A Man negative in HIV studies can keep himself negative in all time - simply. He will cease exposing himself to any of the methods of transmission and limit his contacts. You will note that some groups of high infection with lazy, impotent HIV virus propagate and proliferate the opportunistic diseases caused by the failure of the immune system - it has nothing really to do with the HIV virus which is indeed the laziest of all viruses known to science.

What actually happens and is KNOWN to be a probability, by the Adversary who would continue this disease, is to project need to continue in the "birthright" activities and addictions and practices of gathering and intermingling to the point of absolute infiltration of the problem. You cannot vote-in or out this disease and no amount of money can "CURE" it for it is at center - an emotional disease with demand for its spread.

But back to flesh. Next of importance is the heart flesh itself. There are muscular parts of the heart which perform physical functions only, as other flesh does, but a great part of the heart is composed of an independently living kind of "flowing" flesh which is not dependent upon the whole body, as all other parts are. The blood is the most potent of all of the Mind-message carriers of the body. If you cut any part of your body out and preserve it from decay in a salt solution it can be thus preserved for a very long time even though it is as dead as the flesh in your deep freeze is dead. Not so, however, with that part of your heart which is made up of what the text-books call specific, or autonomous neuro-muscular flesh.

If you put that in a proper electric conducting medium, such as a proper salt solution, it will live a very long time indefinitely perhaps - if the solution remains properly conductive. It does not die as other flesh dies so long as it is held in a conductive and proper medium. The blood really has no intelligence but is so close to the Mind as a carrier of power and creative messages that it seems to have intelligence of its own.

There are other parts of the heart which are, likewise, intended for the mental and physical state of the body which are utterly absent in all vegetable life, and less conspicuously developed in lower animal life. Such parts are the sinus node, the right and left bundle branch, and the intricate intertwining nerves, veins and muscles of the lower heart.

More important still is the fact that the blood is placed in columns, or shafts, which center all body-extension in such positions that those centers are the location of Magnetic stillness, and, as such, are of zero electric potential.

Next in my consideration is the brain flesh which surrounds the thought-rings of the central "switch-board" of the entire bodily nerve system. This, with the bone-marrow which assists message-carrying intercommunications between the
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Creator's Mind and the imaged-forms He is creating, constitute quite a new science in itself, which is more needed by the medical profession than by laymen students. For this reason I cannot devote as much space to this vital subject.

My present purpose is served by exemplifying the fact that every illness of the body is made in the image of one's thinking and the actions which follow mental or sensed decisions. You can retain your body normalcy, or you can easily damage it, by unbalancing your thinking and your normal way of life. If, therefore, one is ill, he should look to the cause of it within himself. If people only realized that a happy body cannot exist without a happy state of Mind there would be no “mental cases” or insanity, much less headaches and other ailments. A healthy and well-centered body does not have to react to any stresses of the ordinary life-styles or projections - it depends solely on the state of the Mind and how Mind chooses to react to impacting ideas and impulses perceived against it.

There are two other shafts of zero potential besides the arterial and spinal ones which center the chest. These are the shafts which convey food to the stomach and the one which carries air to the lungs. The membranous flesh, which constitutes these tubes, is not like a plastic container. It has great conductive super-sensitivity. It performs two separate and seemingly impossible opposite offices, for it both insulates that which should be insulated and conducts that which should be conducted.

One is very often mistaken in assuming that a badly upset stomach is due to food unwisely eaten when the fact is that unhappy rhythms have been the cause. The reaction has not alone been confined to the digestive functions. Its main cause my lie in emotional disturbance, business worry, worry of conscience, fear or many other states of unbalance. Even the food one eats should be “happy”. It should be cooked with love and eaten joyfully and there should be a joyful realization of love in one’s deep breathing and exhilaration during the process of taking food into one’s body. The food you eat becomes blood and flesh of your own body, and the manner in which you eat it, and your mental attitude while eating it, decides your blood count, the balance between acidity and alkalinity of your digestive machinery, and your entire metabolism. This is far more important than “WHAT” you intake.

These four great body shafts have much more “responsibility” than just performing physical, mechanical purposes. Please realize that fact. Your typewriter is a machine which will supposedly operate just as perfectly if you are angry, but even your typewriter could register your anger and be damaged by it. Whatever your mental condition is, your body condition records and reflects it as truly as a mirror equally images an angry you or a happy you.

7. Happy Mind creates happy and healthy Body

Your Mind is YOU and your body is the record of your thoughts and actions. Your body is what your Mind electrically extends to it for recording.

Future generations should learn to think in such terms. They should discard the present concept of Mind and matter and substitute mind, thought, and action in place of it. Some day Man will fully comprehend that matter is but the motion of thought.

The substance of this chapter is for the purpose of making you realize that your Mind reaches to every part of your body, not only your arms, legs, fingers and toes, but to every microscopic cell in your body - most of which you know not even the name.

You can instantly order your arms or fingers to obey a command from you, because large enough nerves connect your “switchboard” with them. There is not one cell in your body you cannot reach, however, with orders from your Mind. You may have to concentrate long and often to do it but you can it. A simple experiment to prove that is to look concentratively upon one part of your body, such as the end of one finger. Demand of it that warm blood shall collect there, and it will, after a very few efforts. Many have done this. Another experiment for convincing you will be to order your ears to move-and they will in due time, just as a Paderewski orders his fingers to do fifty times as much as you can with yours.

Now apply this to your headache. First, making sure that you are “in tune with the infinite” and not out of tune with it, and that you are not violating any law of nature which continues its cause, your headache must disappear - follow the “pain” around and you will find it actually seeking exit. Nature is normal. It balances all unbalanced effects it is given a chance. However, it is useless to try to “cure” an unbalanced condition mentally unless the unbalanced CAUSE is first replaced with the proper positive rhythms which approach God-Mind-Balance.

Now that you know where your Mind is in relation to your body, you have the basis of what the Master Teacher knew when He extended His balance to the unbalanced thinking of other bodies, and gave them His balance. Unbalanced bodies cannot remain unbalanced if one's Mind is balanced and joyous to the point of "ecstasy".

It is my earnest hope that each of you will now more fully comprehend the meaning of the command to seek the kingdom of heaven within you. It is also my earnest hope that the medical profession will apply this knowledge, at some point, to every patient and not treat his "physical" unbalance alone, while allowing its mental cause to be ignored. Isn't likely, is it?

The physician is the logical Mind-healer for he has knowledge of EFFECTS which the Mind-healer cannot possibly have. One cannot go to God abstractly. You must know what you wish to ask for and know how to do your part in working with Him. You have moved a long-way in the wrong direction, do you see? It is not very likely that those who usurp for greed and evil purposes, will allow such happening to occur - therefore, it is up to you-the-people to demand a return to the "art of healing". I suggest...
you go read the Protocols of the Zionists Men of Wisdom and see that which has happened to your medical and legal "professions". The exact intent of that which is against you is now accomplished fact.

8. Discussion

Some day the chemist will realize the same unbalanced conditions which cause violent explosions in his elemental compounds cause violent explosions in the human body under similarly-unbalanced conditions.

The chemist and metallurgist know that when they find pure cube crystals, they find the stability of absolute balance in such crystals, and when they find distorted cube crystals, they know full well that unbalance in interchange between opposite pairs is the answer to that distortion.

Learned men of science, especially in medicine, will have to come to understand that distortions due to unbalance in elemental bodies have the same basic causes that distortions in human bodies have. Human bodies are composed of these same elements and both are light-wave recordings of Mind-thinking. Therefore, both MUST obey the same inviolate laws of balance. The medical world is being transformed because of these new beliefs.

This principle of unbalanced interchange is being manifested upon a world-scale by the greeds, hates and fears of neighbor by neighbor, and nation by nation, which have been released into this thought-wave universe during the last decades.

Just as one individual destroys his body by depriving it of the balanced polarity which love gives to bodies, so can nations, or the world, destroy their civilization by the various kinds of cancerous disintegrators which hatred breeds. With such hatred come miscegenation, licentiousness, sadism and infinite cruelties. The consequent loss of the best blood of all nations degenerates entire nations.

During this last fifty years, even the morale of nations had decreased as their national unbalanced has increased. The whole human race is facing its utter destruction as a whole, just as countless thousands of individuals are, likewise, destroying themselves by preferentially practicing the principle of greed for their own selfish ends.

The world is not supporting great men in the arts, great statesmen in government, or great leaders in any of the fields of human endeavors. The geniuses are often suppressed and starve for need of recognition and patronage. A Caruso or statesmen in government, or great leaders in any of the fields of human endeavors. Whether it is, man’s thinking has made it so. Today’s civilization is the record of man’s thinking. It is the record of sensed desires, not spiritual ones. It is the record of fears and hatred in mankind, not of love.

Much of the world may be self-destroyed but not all of it. The first Cosmic Age of man is about to dawn into the light of its new day. Millions of bodies have been sacrificed and many millions more will follow them into the grave, but love will come into the hearts of men and the world will be transformed by love into another stage of its unfolding.

That is why God sent His Message into the world for man’s new day. And that is why God timed the delivery of the messages to this period of man’s great self-chastening.

This is why even SOME of you are ready to receive the Truth and further the planting of the seeds in the hearts of legions of men so that they, in turn, will bring into being this Cosmic Age of Love and understanding of the Truth of God and Creation.

Let us not damage ourselves because of perceived ridicule and stupidity of this limited civilization. Ask any blind person if it would not make living far more pleasant and easy to be sighted.

There is a LOT afoot in our non- or anti-civilization these days, not the least of which is a utilization of energy fields of quite a variety to accomplish anti-civilization goals. You should always stay within the protection of the WHITE CHRISTED LIGHT - IT WILL PROTECT YOU FROM ANYTHING! You can be damn well sure the adversary knows who they are, and they know the line in the sand they cannot cross? For, if they do, then they of God’s Army are allowed to step in. And their technology is infinitely more advanced than Earthman’s! ALL WHO BUT ASK are protected by God and His Mighty HOSTS come from afar. You should ask for the White Light Shield – continuously - until it becomes “second nature” (automatic). “Jesus” taught us to do this, in preparation for THIS DAY, two thousand years later. UFO’s were present then, and they are present now. The Christed Light is an ACTUAL “ENERGY” SHIELDING that disperses “Directed Energy Weapons” (DEW) and “Extremely Low Frequency” (ELF), aimed at us. This is the only protection we have against the constant barrage of frequency and beam weapon assault to our physical and mental body. Let us keep God with us moment-by-moment, and this will be our protection against the Dark Brotherhood!

In addition to the stresses of a world coming apart at the seams, our evil adversary has ELECTRONIC WARFARE CAPABILITIES WHERE BY USING ELF WAVES AND MICRO WAVE TRANSMITTERS, WHICH CAN CAUSE SUICIDES AND SUDDEN DEATH IN LARGE SEGMENTS OF THE POPULATION. This is called “Quiet Weapons for Quiet Wars”. We are in the era of REAL Star Wars technology, and James Bond intrigue, all rolled up into one grand scheme of control and mass manipulation of human kind.

Though the situation seems impossible, know that even
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with the incredible beaming technology waiting to be used against us, NOTHING can penetrate the White Christed Light. God’s shielding is waiting for any and all who ask for protection.

We God’s people must keep the “Light” around us CONTINUALLY, even around the aircraft and vehicles carrying us and our loved ones. If we are in doubt as to “how”, we simply ASK FOR ASSISTANCE AND LIGHTED PROTECTION. The Christed Light will shield us from ANYTHING! Only the Christed Light can protect us from our most bitter foe! We have great responsibility in this matter.

I do not expect to have you understand what I am talking about if you are not a scientist and, if you cannot believe except through the brain of a scientist - you are going to be locked into the limitations of our anti-civilization consciousness.

Sounds big and a bit “far-out”? Yes, but it is not further than between your eyes, and perception is totally a thing between your ears called MIND.

9. Conclusions

1) It is proven fact that there is real deliberate radiation poisoning aimed for damages of human brain functions and destruction of rationality, reason and civility.
2) The GOOD in the deliberate radiation poisoning is the fact that it is waking us up who are we and causing us to become aware of our unlimited potentials.
3) Human body is electric record of Mind thoughts so that dis-ease cannot enter where the Mind-Creator chooses to have no entry.
4) Because human Mind and God’s Mind are One, our allowance can provide permanent protection from anything, including 5G, DEW and ELF.
5) Working knowingly with God and asking for permanent Christed Light protection is the Messiah of this planet, of mankind and of our civilization.
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1987 – 1991 Worked as the guest scientist at the Max-Planck-Institute for Plasma Physics in Garching by Munich (Germany) performing measurements of the magnetic field configuration at the stellarator W7AS as well as the measurements of the limiter heat load.

1991 – 2000 Was working in the Institute of Physics in Zemun (Serbia) on investigations of the plasma force-free configurations and in 1995 I acquired the Research Professor degree.

2000 – At the end of 2000 I chose to leave the Institute of Physics and went on my own way to discover and learn the God’s principles and laws of creation.

After 18 years of the progression toward that sacred goal, I finally succeeded and now I know many of the God’s creational principles and laws (unknown until now) and can apply them for the simple and efficient creations which make the basis for a new life quality on this planet.

I am a pioneer, creating with a New Conscious Energy and building a new civilization without electricity.

I’ve developed the QUANTUM RADIATION BALANCER – the genuine product in form of a self-adhesive sticker certified by the Hado Life Institute of Dr. Masaru Emoto which 100% balances radiation from any device, if attached to it, protecting the human body and environment from its harmful effects and eliminating with time the damages already caused by the radiation. It can be successfully applied to: cell phones, computers, laptops, microwave ovens, cordless phones, tablets, wireless monitors, WiFi routers, TV-sets, Radios, and any other source of radiation.

Thanks to the consistent pursuit of my Leitmotif “The Authority of Truth rather than the Truth of Authority” I have experimentally proved the true atom, cell and particle “ATON” concept. According to the “ATON” concept, atoms, cells and particles are made of light which are spinning around the centering Mind (Spirit) points (the black holes). Nature expresses energy as electric potential in only one way, which is the same way both for the atomic and for the stellar scale: by projecting mentally the rings of visible light which are spinning around the centering Spirit points. This amazing beauty of creational simplicity is the basic fundamental truth of the science that is based on the knowledge of the cause.

I wrote the book “GOD IN THE ATOM” which is available on my website: http://www.teslastyle101.com
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